TECH+: A Fixed Rate Solution to Meet Your Technological Needs

Businesses face many issues in a constantly changing technological environment.

The fixed rate, proactive, and service-oriented philosophy that is innate in Tech+ will guide your company through all of its inefficiencies and help establish an integrated ecosystem that fosters innovation.

Why Tech+ Works for You:

✓ **Proactive fixed-rate pricing** that will strengthen your bottom line

✓ **A diverse assortment of support**, connecting everything in your IT ecosystem from Document Imaging to Network Security.

✓ **Ultimate Scalability**—customized solutions for your company and it's many workflows

✓ **Supports coordination with 3rd party apps**

**A completely custom solution for your IT needs.**

Your team will benefit from a clear plan of action stemming from our initial discovery phase. It'll roadmap solutions your company needs to increase productivity, gain technology modernization, and sustain stronger bottom line. Foster a powerful and secure technology ecosystem within your company at all times.

Provide your company with the solutions it needs to adaptively and proactively **streamline operations, optimize workflows**, and **digitally transform your office** from the inside out.

Stay on top of innovative trends and gain an exclusive competitive advantage with Tech+.

**www.office1.com/techplus**

844.343.0722 | solutions@office1.com